Cheers to 300 years!

**Herrnhut $5,000**
As the Presenting Sponsor for the 16th Annual Share the Heritage Dinner & Auction, you will receive the highest visibility and recognition including:
- Prominently featured as the title sponsor in the promotional campaign. Sponsor name in all mentions of “Share the Heritage Dinner and Auction presented by…”, featured on invitation (must be received by June 17, 2022 to be included on hard copy invitation).
- Private table for EIGHT at the dinner in a prominent location.
- Two-page ad in the event program.
- Prominent event signage in all event areas with live mentions throughout the evening.
- Opportunity to distribute one (1) branded promotional item to attendees.
- Advertisement in our newsletter.

**Nazareth Inn $3,000**
As the Bar Sponsor for the 16th Annual Share the Heritage Dinner & Auction, you will receive the highest visibility and recognition including:
- Prominently featured as a sponsor in the promotional campaign.
- Featured on invitation (must be received by June 17, 2022 to be included on hard copy invitation).
- Private table for EIGHT at the dinner in a prominent location.
- One-page ad in the event program.
- Prominent event signage in all event areas with live mentions throughout the evening.
- Opportunity to distribute one (1) branded promotional item to attendees.

**Crown Inn $1,500**
Private table for EIGHT, mention in invitation (must be received by June 17, 2022 to be included on hard copy invitation), mention in program and on website, special recognition at the dinner.

**Rose Inn $800**
Four event tickets, mention in invitation (must be received by June 17, 2022 to be included on hard copy invitation), and mention in program.

**Sun Inn $400**
Two event tickets and mention in the program.

The Moravian Historical Society (MHS) is a registered 501 (c) 3 not-for-profit organization that shares the fascinating Moravian contributions to worldwide culture through educational programs, guided tours, museum exhibits, and public activities. More information is available at www.moravianhistory.org.